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the psp version features simplified graphics than ps2/wii versions, different characters, and extra features
including the four exclusive playable marvel characters black widow, captain marvel, hawkeye and ronin. other
things unique to this version are six exclusive survival simulator missions including one which contained the boss
exclusive swordsman, an exclusive prequel mission (which is a special mode), and three exclusive single-player
gameplay modes. added features include online play, microphone support (voice chat) and online-recordable
player statistics. much of the game's appeal is how well all of these characters interact with each other, fighting
alongside or against each other. whether it's wolverine and the x-men taking on magneto's brotherhood of
mutants or the avengers taking on the forces of hydra (or the brotherhood of mutants), it's a thrill to see your
favorite marvel characters teaming up for one big fight -- and ultimate alliance 2 captures that sense of fun
perfectly. even the game's principal antagonist, baron zemo, is a lot of fun to play as, as he bounces around the
battlefield thanks to his jet-propelled boots and punches the heroes of the marvel universe into submission (and
later, as the final boss, dead). marvel: ultimate alliance 2 is an action rpg developed by canadian studio the beggar
prince for nintendo's game boy advance. it is the sequel to 2006's marvel: ultimate alliance and the successor of
marvel: ultimate alliance 2. it was released on october 30, 2008 in europe and november 11, 2008 in north
america. in marvel: ultimate alliance 2, the player takes on the role of a super hero like spider-man, wolverine, or
captain america in a quest to save the world from evil.
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marvel: ultimate alliance has been altered for the game boy advance port and has become a side-scrolling fighting
game with minor rpg elements, such as the ability to alter your characters' stats. the graphics are simplified for

this system and the selection of characters has also been reduced. some additional gameplay modes were added
into this version of the game including a s.h.i.e.l.d. simulator, time challenges, scavenger hunts, and a survival
mode. teams for this port consist of three characters and a striker, a non-playable fourth character who can be

summoned to perform a powerful attack directed toward on-screen enemies. playable characters include spider-
man, wolverine, iceman, blade, captain america, deadpool, elektra, ms. marvel, thor, and thing. special characters
included in the game are dr. strange, ghost rider, iron man, jean grey, namor, and vision. spider-man, wolverine,

and iceman are the game's starter team but as the game progresses, characters become unlocked as more
missions are completed. the wii version was released on september 13, 2007 in europe, and on november 7, 2007
in north america. it is the first marvel video game to be released on the wii, and the first to be released on the wii
exclusively. the game features online and co-operative play, for up to four players, and features the wii remote as
a melee weapon. it features a number of new characters, including the wasp, spider-man, wolverine, the hulk, and
the fantastic four, as well as the silver surfer. the xbox 360 version features six exclusive comic book missions. the

game also features an exclusive prequel mission, and three exclusive single-player gameplay modes, including
"marvel's ultimate alliance 2 story missions" mode, which has the players follow a mission given by a comic book

story arc. 5ec8ef588b
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